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EDITORIALS
i.

THE PATH TO SECURITY
In recent months the Brigadier in charge of Natal Command
of the South African Defence Force has been addressing
meetings, calling on people to join the Commandos, South
Africa's equivalent of the Home Guard. The meetings have
been all-White affairs, and the Brigadier has been telling his
audience that it is not enough just to join the Commandos.
They must also become alive to what he calls the "basic
needs and grievances" of Black people who, he says, are
ideal targets for "terrorists who would call upon the Blacks
to help them liberate South Africa."
We do not know what the White response to the Brigadier's
recruiting calls has been, but, even if it has exceeded his
wildest expectations, we doubt if the long-term results are
going to be important. For, if he dare not have Black people
at his meetings now, what hope is there in the future for the
security he is trying to provide?
There seem to be three possible reasons why Black people
aren't being asked to these meetings. The first is that it isn't
"traditionally South A f r i c a n " to have them in on the ground
floor where important issues are being discussed and decided;
the second is that there is some doubt in the official mind
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as to whether they can be "relied u p o n " ; the third is that
everyone knows that no thinking Black person is going to
go an inch out of his way to defend the kind of life he is expected to live in South Africa today. Interestingly enough,
in the same week that the Brigadier was addressing one of
his recruiting meetings in Pietermaritzburg, the Johannesburg African newspaper, The World, published the results of
a survey it had run in which it asked its readers just one
question—Would you fight for South Africa if it was invaded
from Angola? Over 80% of the replies received said " N o ! "
This overwhelming disenchantment w i t h the way things are
was endorsed by t w o distinguished African leaders within
the same fortnight. Mr. Selby Msimang, a founding member
of both the African National Congress and the Liberal Party
of S.A., told a Rotary luncheon in Durban that young
Blacks, where he came f r o m , backed the MPLA in Angola
because they hoped that what was happening there would
force White South Africans to come to terms w i t h their
Black fellows. A n d Mr Obed Kunene, Editor of the Zulu
newspaper, Manga, wrote that the Angolan war, tragic as it
was, was regarded by many Black people as " t h e sort of
cataclysm to be welcomed".

It is all very fine to appeal to White South Africans to wake
up to the basic needs and grievances of Black South Africans,
but it is pointless to do so unless you tell them what those
are. A d m i t t e d l y it is not easy t o do this if you are a soldier
and are supposed t o eschew politics, for the basic grievance
of Black people is the policy of the present government, and
their basic need is to change it. If White South Africans want
to get their Black fellows to share in the defence of South
Africa they will have to agree to work out a shared future
w i t h them, and change their political direction entirely.
Is there any sign that they are ready to do it?

White people " w i t h all their power", and it would also be
opposed by South Africa's Black people. Dr. Treurnicht's
ignorance of the aspirations of Black people was one of the
reasons his appointment to his Bantu Adminstration post
was received w i t h such dismay. Nor does he seem to have
learnt anything since he took it up. For we have not the
slightest doubt that, were a freely-constructed referendum to
be held on the question of Black support for non-racial majority rule, Dr. Treurnicht would find that the Chief's support
was quite overwhelming. A n d he would have White support,
too.

During March Chief Gatsha Buthelezi made a now-famous
speech to a predominantly Black audience of 16,000 people
at Soweto. In it he appealed to White South Africans to
accept the idea of majority rule. He said that, for his part, he
hoped " t h e operative majority in this country will be a multiracial majority". The response of the Deputy Minister of
Bantu Administration, Dr. Andries Treurnicht, to this
statesmanlike appeal, was predictably depressing. Chief
Buthelezi, he said, was preaching revolution. What is more,
he went on, the Chief's statement w o u l d be opposed by all

If White South Africa were to'accept the Buthelezi call, no
doubt some people would have unhappy experiences and
uncomfortable moments during the transition to majority
rule, but think of the benefits. Overnight almost the entire
African continent would change from enmity to friendship,
the teeth of Communist subversion would be drawn, and
the Brigadier could spend his nights quietly at home with
his family, instead of stumping the country gathering recruits f r o m draughty halls for what is, inevitably, a lost
cause—the defence of a system of government w i t h not a
friend in the world w o r t h having. 0

WHICH WAY
DO THEY GO FROM HERE?

The South African Government must be reminded on every
possible occasion that its representative at the United Nations
pledged it, over a year ago, to move away f r o m discrimnation
based on race—and that it has done precious little about it
since then. Now it has been given a chance to show if it
meant what it said. And it need do nothing, just not interfere.
The Roman Catholic Bishops' Conference has announced
its intention t o open its White private schools to all races,
and the Anglicans and Methodists have come out in support.
High time, one might say, for although there have been periodic attempts in recent years to admit Black students to
White church schools, how it ever came about that past
church authorities allowed these schools to develop on
racial lines is something that no Christian will ever be able
to explain adequately or justify at all. However, that is
another point. The point of the moment is that the Minister of Bantu Adminstration's immediate—one might almost
say, reflex—reaction to the Catholic Bishops announcement

was to say sternly that the Government would not consider
changing its policy w i t h regard to apartheid in schools. Will
he think again? Because, if he w o n ' t , the whole Nationalist claim to be moving away f r o m discrimination will be
shown to be the sham that many people already suspect it
to be.
Although it was certainly coincidence, within a few days of
the meeting of the Catholic Bishops' Conference a new Reservation of Separate Amenities Bill was announced, giving
the Government sweeping powers to control the admission
of individuals and organisations to certain amenities and
places. First reaction to the Bill was that it was clearing the
ground for a new clampdown on the activities of the few
integrated sporting and other bodies which still exist. Now,
the view of some people is that the Government is taking
these new powers in order to make it possible to remove
discrimination f r o m particular places and certain areas of
public and private activity, in a controlled manner, and w i t h
out appearing to depart from official policy.
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Our own opinion is that the Government is taking these vast
powers so that it can j u m p either way, depending on which
way the pressures are pushing it. For instance, it could allow
the Aurora Cricket Club to stay integrated if it thought the
effect on its own voters would be insignificant, but it could
close the Natal Society Public Library if that seemed to be
what the exigencies of the moment required. The Government will be looking in two directions at once; over one
shoulder at the growing pressure of world and African
opinion, and over the other at its own lunatic right-wing
fringe, terrified that it might hive off and join the Herstigte
National Party's racist band-wagon. If, indeed, the HNP has
a band-wagon. It is true that in the latest contest between
the Nationalist Party and the Herstigtes the Nationalist lost
about 850 votes and the HNP gained about 400, but the
Nationalist still polled about seven times as many as the
Herstigtes. A t this rate it will take the Herstigtes more years
t o win even one seat than South Africa has left t o solve its
problems peacefully.

So the Nationalist Party has much more to fear from being
overtaken by events than it has to fear f r o m being overtaken
by the HNP. We hope it w o n ' t fly into a flurry of reactionary fervour because it lost a few votes at Alberton. The pressures from Africa and the World, to say nothing of the
pressures from w i t h i n Black South Africa are far more
significant than anything that happed there.
If the Government feels that it must use such devious devices
as the Separate Amenities Bill to start dismantling apartheid,
then I suppose we must put up with that, and just hope
that it really gets on w i t h the job—and doesn't forget to include the Church schools in its dispensations. But we must
say that, if this sort of under-the-counter dismantling of discrimination in selected fields is what the Separate Amenities
Bill is ail about, that, too, fills us with despair. For it is only
when Nationalists are honestly confronted with their position in the w o r l d , and are told w i t h o u t equivocation of the
changes they must make if they are t o survive in it, that
they will be ready to start making the adjustments which
are the only insurance for that survival. D

CRITICAL AWARENESS
An extract from the Graduation Address given at the Federal Theological Seminary, Edendale,

by the Very Rev. Desmond Tutu, Dean of Johannesburg.

The story is told of a history professor who gave an assignment t o his students. One of them, in making an assessment of the facts had the audacity to say, " I think so and
so
" . His assignment, so the story goes, was returned
w i t h the comment, " D o n ' t think - give me back my notes! "
Now all of us true educationists would rightly squirm at the
travesty of the real purpose of education but we know that
the philosophy of education represented by the professor
of our story is far too prevalent for comfort. In that philosophy, education is a reproductive process in which the professor, the sole custodian of knowledge holds forth in f r o n t
of his class. He pours f o r t h pearls of wisdom and his poor
students sit gaping like little fledglings when they are being
fed by the mother bird. The hapless student must absorb as
best he can this body of facts woefully misnamed knowledge
and at some appropriate moment, the exam, he will prove
how well he has been educated by regurgitating the facts on
the exam answer book. He must merely be able to perform
4

a tour de force of memory to reproduce what he has been
taught. The emphasis of this style of education has been on
what to think rather than how to think. This style of education is bound to produce unquestioning, uncritical, conforming and docile persons who are unlikely to upset the
apple cart or to rock the boat. In short, they are unlikely
to be creative at all. It is a style that is far too authoritarian and I am afraid that this is a pattern far too familiar in
Africa. I may add that this criticism has been levelled more
and more against the educational systems of the north
Atlantic countries.
The basic teleology of education, in my view, is to help individuals to develop their potential to the fullest so that
they can become more fully human persons who have
grown into a personhood which is measured by nothing less
than the full maturity of the personhood of Christ himself.
And a person in the Christian understanding is this chiefly
because made in the image of God he is make free for free-

dom. His basic characteristic is that he is a decision making
animal. He must freely say yea or nay; obey or disobey; and
God who alone has the perfect right to be totalitarian, has
such a profound respect for man's freedom that he would
much rather see us go freely to hell than compel us to go
to heaven.

the established position so vigorously that it is almost an unassailable fact of modern Biblical scholarship that the pentateuch is not Mosaic but a mosaic. We could multiply the
instances to show that it was the critical questioning minds
that broke new ground, that were creative, not the docile,
the domesticated.

A n d so education should help develop this wonderful capacity in us where we are not cajoled or compelled to take one
option rather than another but that we must choose of our
own free will. We must not be led to accept something as
true merely because somebody in authority says it is so,
whether this be the authority of a tutor or a book or whatever. No, not even of the Bible. But we must lead our
students to know that they accept something as so only
because the evidence is such as to commend that particular
conclusion as reasonable. About the only thing we can really
help our students develop is a truly critical faculty, the eagerness to ask " b u t why? " To pose the irritating, awkward
questions. As a teacher, I know how often it is exasperating
to be stopped in the f l o w of some imagined fluency by the
chap who wants to ask a question when we want to finish
that abominable creature, the syllabus. But it may be the
most creative thing we will ever be asked t o do as teachers,
is t o help our students develop questioning minds.

Because they f o l l o w the evidence where-ever it leads and
they reach conclusions based on this evidence however unpopular, such persons develop a passion for t r u t h . They become truly zealous and are ready to suffer for the sake of
t r u t h and righteousness. My friends, I am deeply concerned
for the leadership of the church in Africa. Some of our
leaders are people of quite outstanding quality but I think
most of their fellow leaders leave a great deal to be desired
about the quality of their leadership. It is a testing time,
fraught w i t h many an intractable problem, a time of nation
building in mainly obscenely exploited lands and so there is
a desire for national unity and religion is a powerful cohesive
force. So the church is caught in a cleft stick. If it is too
critical of the political leaders, then it jeopardises a much
sought after good—national unity. But if it is silent in the face
of blatant corruption, of evil and oppression, of injustice and
unrighteousness, then it must surely compromise its prophetic calling. So, although we concede the d i f f i c u l t y
facing African church leaders, I am deeply worried at the
general silence in the face of much that seems to be inconsistent w i t h the gospel of Jesus Christ. It is not for me to
invite others to risk their lives in the Christian cause, but I
do have the right to express my sense of deep disquiet. They
are not prophetic men because on the whole they have not
developed or been helped to develop critical, questioning
minds. I lay the blame fairly and squarely on the type of
education prevalent in Africa both in the secular and in the
theological sphere. It has been education not for liberation
and responsibility but for what the Latin Americans call
domestication, for passivity and docility. It is education not
for innovation but for orthodoxy and conformity. And we
must do something urgently. We have all in some way been
accessories to the continued oppression and bondage of
God's people in Africa. Our God is the great liberator, the
God of the Exodus and his mission is to lead his people out
of all kinds of bondage, from all that dehumanises them—sin,
poverty, disease and ignorance, political and economic
exploitation, into the glorious liberty of the children of God.
And we must f i r m l y and unequivocally align ourselves w i t h
God in his liberating mission.•

New developments in science and scholarship in various
fields have come largely from those who have been ready to
stand up to the overwhelming system, who have refused to
to be browbeaten by tradition and the eagerness to have
conformists and orthodoxy. Everybody accepted as an
article of faith that if you walked long enough in one direction you must fall off the edge of the world because it was
flat and was the centre of the universe. A n d then Copernicus
and Galileo had another look at natural phenomena and said
the evidence demanded conclusions different from those that
had been canonised. Ecclesiastical and all kinds of authority
fulminated and did worse. We know who today are held in
high esteem and who are vilified of these t w o categories of
people.
For a long time it was orthodoxy to hold that Moses wrote
the first five books of the Bible. He must have been an extraordinary chap who could describe his own death and not
only that, but be able to say that no-one had been able to
find his grave until that day. That did not seem to worry
people overmuch until some at least began to find other
things which did not seem to add up and so they questioned
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SNATCHES OF VERSE
by Vortex

Christmas 1975

Bells ring harmony and sing of peace:
The fight for pride and privilege does not cease.

White South African Dream
(January 1976)

Forgetting awhile the trials of the poor
A n d the battle on our distant border,
We were watching a f i l m of the Second World War,
Were amazed at the 1940 thrust, the order
And cyclops-power of the tanks of the 'Huns'.
'How could the French have been so blind? '
We asked. Then we heard the t h u m p of the guns,
Battering our streets, opening our mind.

Mr. Veracity

He handled all questions with confidence,
For his tactics needed no defence:
The aim of his acts was perfectly clear.
His men hadn't taken part in the war:
They had done no more than participate.
They hadn't fought—they had followed their fate.
Nor had soldiers crossed the border:
They had just been over, to maintain order . . . . .
Neither right nor sense sustained the fox,
So he slithered through on paradox.
His followers praised his expertise;
But alert opponents took their ease
In the thought that a man has had his day
When his 'waarheid' is just verbal play.

AFRICAN ARTS
TAKE THE HIGHROAD
AWAY FROM WESTERN ART
By Magdi Wahba

Reprinted from the UNESCO Courier. February 1976
Vignettes by Louella Ritz. Reproduced from The Classic, Vol. 3 No. 3 1970

Three general features appear t o be common to all the independent African countries: their shared experience of European colonization, the social mobility of their new elites
and the absorption of their cultures into the wider context
of politics, religion or social institutions. If necessity be the
mother of invention she is also the stepmother of a monolithic philosophy of social organization.
The poor, the weak, the hungry can ill afford variety of experience and expression, nor can they indulge in the luxuries of disputation. Their lives are haunted by the spectres
of starvation, poverty, despair and the gruel kitchen. Nothing else really matters, and it is against such a background
that culture must struggle to obtain a precarious foothold.
Ministries and Departments of Culture have sprung up in
most African countries whose aim is to embody the national ideals and culture in activities, academies and museums,
but the most widespread means of diffusion is still the radio
and, to a lesser extent, television. The purveyors of culture
find very soon that their best chance of success is in reducing their message to an oral one, fitting into the broadcasting system.
The cosy, ubiquitous transistor has the virtue of cheapness
coupled w i t h the freedom of privacy. Besides it fits into the
general spirit of oral tradition which has been the main
transmitter of most of African culture since time immemorial. The radio is also the most important means of
dissemination in the Islamo-Arab countries of Africa, where
the spoken word and the traditions of chant, recitation and
song are truly historical and dominant.
Yet the question may be asked, can culture be limited to the
broadcasting of words, images or music? Is not the true
repository of culture the printed word? Roger Caillois,
French philosopher and writer, in a thoughtful introduction
to a Unesco meeting of cultural policy experts in Dakar in
1969, raised this question with regard to African culture.

In substance, his words were a cry of alarm with regard to
developing countries. There was, he felt, a terrible temptation to skip the stages of development and to go directly to
television and the tape-recorder, w i t h o u t passing by reading
and writing. And yet, he maintained, there is no true substitute for reading and writing as stimuli for critical thought.
He was convinced that cultural development was closely
linked w i t h schools and universities, w i t h reading and
writing. Is culture, in its broadest, universal sense not
primarily the culture of the book?
If such is the case, then there is little choice, especially
against a background of almost universal poverty, but to
link cultural dissemination and the preservation of cultural values w i t h the educational systems of Africa. Here
also may be posed the problem of the visual arts.
In the European context, after the age of the great cathedrals, art certainly became an expression of individual, identifiable talent. The artist bore a name and his name was transmitted down to posterity by means of a culture based on
accumulated book-learning. In most of Africa, art has
always been functional, deeply involved in the material,
social and religious needs of the community. But it is
also anonymous.
In North Africa, of the ancient arts of mosaic, copper beating, marquetry and calligraphy, it is the latter only which
has some claim to individualization. In Africa south of the
Sahara the traditional arts are becoming more and more part
of a museum of folk-arts preserved with some effort for the
benefit of the tourist trade and the research of the ethnologist.
Oral tradition, also
much more vigour,
literary forms w i t h
were, the limelight

anonymous, nevertheless survives w i t h
becoming adapted to the various modern
remarkable ease and thus entering as it
of an individuated author.

Again, in North Africa, the romances of the Arabian Nights
and the epic chronicles of the Hilaliya and the tales of
Antarah have obtained literary passports t o modern respectr
ability in a variety of literary and dramatic adaptations,
which have lifted them f r o m the trough of anonymity, but
also cut them off f r o m their social origins.
How many graduates from the educational systems in Africa
wish to explore their community and find ways and means
by which they can be active in enchancing the quality of the
society to which they belong? How many schools or universities for that matter would happily abandon didactic for
non-didactic methods of instruction in order to produce a
new generation w i t h a intellectual curiosity whetted instead
of stifled?
One of the causes of the mediocrity perpetuated in many
African educational systems is the almost blind insistence
on the transmission of certitude to wavering consciences.
How can culture, local or universal, flourish in such a
wilderness of certitudes?
Further questions we might ask are: What culture? Whose
culture?
In the Islamo Arab North there is a common language which
for historical and religious reasons subtends a common
world outlook. There is a classical heritage in that language,
which can supply the people w i t h common literary memories.
If a certain amount of generalization may be allowed, this
is a condition not to be found easily in other African languages, w i t h the possible exception of Swahili in the east and
Wollof in the west. English and French will remain, for a long
time to come, the main organs of cultural and instructional
transmission in many parts of Africa.
There is something dramatic about the way in which a civilization of " o r a l i t y " , based on the perpetuations of memory,
is having to come to terms with the written word, in English
or French or in the transcription of the various national languages.

Inevitably, the epic chants and rhythmic encomia of the
" g r i o t s " lose their immediacy when written down or broadcast on the radio. Anthologies w i t h introductions by learned
anthropologists are saving oral tradition, but they are also
freezing it in time. Never has it been more true than now
that "an old man dying is a library going up in flames", to
quote a Malian sociologist and historian, Amadou Hampate
Ba. The problem of music and the visual arts is no less
dramatic.
In modern Arabic music, before the revival of the classical
heritage, it has been possible to trace influences as varied as
the rhumbas and tangos of the 1930s together w i t h the odd
bar here and there from Tchaikovsky or Beethoven or even
Bach. These have been added, together w i t h such exotic instruments as the accordion and the electric guitar to the
classical rhythms and melodies of traditional Arabic music
w i t h o u t any sense of incompatibility or strangeness.
A n d yet Arabic music is not a folk music in the accepted
sense of the term, nor is it strictly " p o p " music. Its classical
repertoire is held as much in reverence by one hundred
million Arabs as, say, Beethoven's later quartets are by musiclovers the world over.
As for the music of Black Africa its close association of the
human voice w i t h percussion instruments places it well within that civilization of " o r a l i t y " mentioned above. The roots
of this music are in ritual and in folk memory, and their
various attempts to come to terms w i t h Afro-Cuban, AfroAmerican or even plainly Western European rhythms and
instruments have created what may be regarded as a very
confused mixture of modern dance music and ritual rhythms.
The integration of the artist into society cannot be the result
of any special sort of legislation. Artists are not artificially
induced phenomena. They are often " m a d e " , but generally
they are " b o r n " , they are there, and something has to be
done about them.
Neither prophet nor legislator, acknowledged or unacknowledged, the artist is often tempted to withdraw from the
traffic of an acquisitive or an ideology-ridden society. He
lays himself open to the charge of isolation and sterility, and
his work may be regarded as no more than a creation of
private fancy. This is not a pleasant situation for the artist,
since one of his main motives is to communicate and to be
appreciated.
The educational systems have to ascertain, first of all, the
ultimate destination of the artist in African society before
they can be expected to plan the manner of his training. Almost inevitably, the artist is to become a public servant,
a teacher or a state supported artist.
Perhaps that is why most of the African educational systems
concentrate on the technical training of schoolchildren in
the rudiments of draughtsmanship, mechanical drawing and
those crayon or water-colour sketches of themes which inculcate national pride at an early age and which grace the
walls of so many exhibitions of schoolchildren's art over
the world.
Naturally this remark may be regarded as unfairly sarcastic, but the fact remains nevertheless that these various pratices do not properly constitute an initiation into the world
of art. They are more in the nature of tedious exercises akin
to the drawing of maps by young children.

In Egypt, the late Ramses Wissa Wassef had to face
this problem when he started the weaving centre at Harrania outside Cairo, where he encouraged young peasant
children to develop their own artistic gifts. His first inspiration came f r o m reflection on the question of the artist and
the craftsman.
" B y defining one as a creator, and the other as a manual
w o r k e r " , he has written, " o u r civilization, w i t h its conventional classifications, routines and ill-considered generalizations, has sundered art and craftsmanship, and is threatening
to strangle both of them".
The great interest of Ramses Wissa Wassef's educational
experiment is that it is applicable with slight modifications
anywhere in Africa. Highly successful and, one might add,
extremely lucrative for the young weavers' co-operative, it
is also an important contribution to modern philosophies of
artisitic education. Easily integrated into the environment,
whether rural or urban, this experiment provides the key
for combining the virtues of teaching and play w i t h o u t any
artificiality or concession to outside influences.
This integration of the arts into what can loosely be called
" l i f e " , is very much part of the general philosophy of the
arts which has flourished in Egypt over the last t h i r t y years
or so. Hassen Fathy's world-famous experiment is building
the village of Gourna in Upper Egypt is another illustration
of the desire to return to the roots of a culture w i t h o u t
sinking into the pitfalls of folklore.
Here the problem is not strictly the teaching of an art of selfexpression, but rather the teaching of a craft which is essential for the welfare of a rural community—the craft of building. Let me be allowed to describe the problem in the author's
own words:
" I f a village is to be built by its own future inhabitants, then
we must give them the necessary skills. However much enthusiasm the co-operative system may engender, it will do
little good if the people don't know how t o lay bricks . . .
We need a method of teaching the peasant the elements
of practical building so that he can contribute usefully to
the building of his village, but we d o n ' t want to turn him
from a productive farmer into a skilled but unemployable
mason . . .
" B y training the villagers on the public buildings, which will
be erected first as the core of the village, we can make use
of the architects and master-craftsmen engaged by the
building authority, and they can pass on their skills to the
people. Then, even if the authority cannot afford to build
many private houses, the skills will have been implanted,
the village centre will be there, and the inhabitants will be
able to go on for themselves . . . The maturing of skill is an
experience of considerable spiritual value to the craftsman,
and a man who acquires the solid mastery of any skill
grows in self-respect and moral stature. In fact the transformation brought about in the personalities of the
peasants when they build their own village is of greater value
than the transformation in their material c o n d i t i o n " .
Both Hassan Fathy and the late Ramses Wissa Wassef had
to come to terms w i t h the problem of integrating the arts
and crafts into a society where the pressures of sheer survival might have monopolized the attention of most people.
This integration is second nature, however, in such ritualistic
societies as that of the Mambila on the high plateau in the
province of Sarduana in Northern Nigeria. For the Mambila

there has never been relief f r o m a subsistence economy and
yet the arts are lively because of their integration into the
tribal initiations which constitute the spontaneous education of the Mambilas.
The men learn to work on iron, wood, bamboo and cotton
fabrics, while the women specialize in the most elaborate
basketwork from childhood. Artistic work is associated with
the socia! expression of changes in status, such as engagement and accession to adulthood. A r t becomes therefore
a linguistic system of symbols which is not perfected for its
own sake or for the sake of entertainment. Hairdressing,
sculpture and painting become so many media for expressing highly emotional "language" ritualistically.
The techniques and materials of art are determined by the
uses to which their products will be destined. There is no
pottery or sculpture among the Peuls of the southern
Sahara, for example, because their nomadic lives do not
permit of such luxuries, but the rich ornamentation of their
dress makes up for this, providing an avenue for extremely
complex artistic inventiveness.
Different environments and social customs have emphasized
certain purely functional or ritualistic forms of arts, such as
mask-painting among the Chokwes of Angola, and tattooing
in countless hunting communities all over Africa. Carving in
wood or other materials is also tied up w i t h the ritual significance of the work of art.
The initiation of the tribal artist is gererally undertaken by
the blacksmith of the village, whose position is regarded as
something between teacher, technocrat and maker of tools
which he will then use himself in carving. This is the case
among the Bambara of Mali, the Baoule of the Ivory Coast
and the Kongo of Zaire.
In the Musee de I'Homme in Paris there is a great statue of
the god Gu, god of war and patron of all blacksmiths, which
was brought over f r o m Dahomey during the latter half of the
19th century. Made of bits of scrap iron, chain and railway
girders f r o m Europe, it is none the less an African representation of a dominant god, whose province is both destruction
and the making of life-perpetuating work of arts.

It is from this foundation of absolute social integration without any pretence of exhibitionistic individualization or
academic drawing, that education in the arts must begin
if it is not t o contribute to a pale parody of western European art.
Basically, the problem in Africa is one of coming to terms
w i t h the outside w o r l d . It is no use pretending that nationalism is enough, or that cultural resistance can find a modus
Vivendi w i t h technological progress. Nationhood is a fact,
not an angry argument, and the so-called African ''personal i t y " is nothing if it is not the aggregate of millions of individually unique personalities.
The true challenge lies, therefore, in the response to that
very simple, that poignantly simple, Article 1 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights: " A l l human beings are
born free and equal in dignity and rights. They are endowed
w i t h reason and conscience and should act towards one
another in a spirit or brotherhood." In the last analysis, is
anything else either verifiable or true? •

THE LOVE OF AFRICA
A Review of Black Bronze Beautiful, by Adam Small (Ad. Donker, 1975)
by Colin Gardner

In this small volume of f i f t y four-line poems, Adam Small
has attempted—it seems to me—to bring together, in rich
brief images and evocations, a number of awarenesses which
would normally be thought of as separate.
The speaker of the poems is a woman, a black woman, who
invites the man whom she is addressing t o recognize and
accept her, to explore her, to enjoy her, to learn f r o m her and
be enriched by her—to love her deeply and overwhelmingly.
After the first few poems it begins to become clear that the
African woman is also the continent of Africa itself, and
the explorations and enrichments that are offered are variously geographical, geological, historical, psychological,
religious. Interwoven w i t h the direct lyricism of human
love, then, there is an ecstatic feeling for a land and its
meanings somewhat like what one finds in Whitman when
he writes of America, and an emblematic suggestiveness a
little reminiscent of the 'Song of Songs'.
Africa pleads, encourages, inspires; but who (besides the reader) is being addressed? A t times it appears to be a black man
or blacks in general; at other times, a white man, or whites
in general. In the end the answer must be: everyone who belongs to Africa. One's sense that this is so is^confirmed by
the epigraph, which reads:
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Fifty quatrains
for the African road
to a r h y t h m , new for
Africa's people, as we are growing together,
all or us.
The political dimension of the poems is very important.
Whites are invited, implicitly, to accept, to seek fulfilment,
and to be reconciled—to bury their whiteness in the creative
darkness. Blacks are urged t o expand and relax, both to
learn what they are and to become what they are. A remarkable feature of the poems is their providing a bodily
image for the political attitude known as black consciousness (and no doubt this partly explains the fact that they
are the first poems that Adam Small has written in English,
which is the language of black liberation in South Africa).
Even more remarkable, perhaps, is the blending of black
consciousness w i t h an open-hearted appeal to whites. Adam
Small seems to reach through, in the best pieces at any rate,
to that innermost psychological or spiritual area where the
desire to assert one's identity, and the desire to accept and
embrace the identity of another, become one.
Clearly my account needs to be filled out by instances.
(Before I quote, however, I must mention one minor irritat i o n : the poet has used ordinary punctuation, but omitted

full-stops; this sometimes makes it a little difficult at first to
grasp either the meaning or the rhythm.) Here are three of
the earliest poems, in which the speaker establishes both her
own presence and the predominant mood of the sequence:
3
My limbs, my love, are ebony formed fine
whose coolness kindles fires in the mind
whose quiet raises in the heart a storm:
oh you, d o n ' t fear to burn, or blow, or to be mine
4
Come, nest your hands and lips like birds
in my bush of black hair; perch in my branches
all your open being; be truthful utterly: come
hide away in me f r o m people, and f r o m stones and words
5
Bronze is my body like anointed soil
or the most blessed bread, or wine
hallowed by wood and years in cellars deep:
a cup is my bronze body, overflowing oil
The motive force within the poems—what is expressed and
what is invoked—is sexuai desire. But this is shown as having
(as of course it always does have) qualities, aspects, implications, resonances. The fineness of the ebony produces a
passionate reaction, almost as a fine day might lead to a
storm; the bounty of the woman's black hair is associated
w i t h , is a part of, the bounty of the countryside. A n d in
poem 5, as in a number of the later poems, the imagery of
nature and of natural things acquires further, biblical overtones: the consummation of human love begins to represent
the fulfilment of the relationship between man and the
universe and God. One notices, by the way, that the black
ebony of poem 3 has become brown bronze in poem 5: the
lineaments of the woman are constantly changing, and she
encompasses every indigenous African colour (it's worth
remembering that Adam Small is himself, in South African
terminology, a 'coloured' man).
Before long the woman's naturalness and valid earthiness
have begun to become nature, earth, Africa:
9
My cavities are elemental, black the caves
of my dark Self, the hollows of my ears
recesses of my eyes, walls of my w o m b , all carved
through ages long by lava, lightning, and warm ocean waves
The poems invite a movement, then, into the dark, the primeval, where man will discover an ancient kinship w i t h his
environment. Africa means i n t u i t i o n :
10
My body can fulfil you simply since I live
Its pasture is rich, is dark—be like a playful foal
or be a still and youthful god of Thought:
my reason, like my body, is intuitive
and w a r m t h :
11
I am warm: gather my myrrh w i t h spice
and earthy: eat my honeycomb w i t h my honey
I wasn't born from that White Womb, so cold
of glaciers and of aeons of chill ice
Is the 'black consciousness' obtrusive here? Perhaps it is;
and yet the poem seems to succeed on other levels. White-

ness is seen as an absence of life and colour; in an earlier
poem (6) the poet has suggested that 'fullness' is always
black. In one sense, of course, this is literally true. Obviously
too the poem is evoking both the coldness of the northern
regions from which the whites came to Africa, and the cool
inhumanity not (one hopes) of all white people but certainly of most of the laws which represent the mind of the
majority of the white community in Southern Africa. Needless to say, there is an element of simplification, even of
caricature, in all this; yet it has its point. A n d white people,
in so far as the poem is addressed to them, are encouraged,
not to j u m p into the sea or to freeze in their own frigidity,
but to darken themselves, to participate in Africa, to eat
the honeycomb and the honey. In one of their dimensions,
the poems can be thought of as a plea for miscegenation.
Africa is free; but it is also confined, an unappreciated
woman, awaiting understanding and f u l f i l m e n t :
13
If I am sealed and like a garden locked, then let me out
If I am closed and like a covered well, then let me out
Release my fragrance, free my fountains, my love:
let blow your w i n d , let waft my odours, and my water
spout
Once one begins t o explore Africa, one finds that she is vast,
varied, enticing; but to be lost in her beauty is to be renewed:
18
Men lose themselves in me—those found are few
Lost in my mountains, rivers: Kilimanjaro, Congo
or my desert or talTgrass: my hope, despair
Finding themselves in me, however, they are new
The exploration, sexual on one level and geographical on
another, suggests other sorts of renewal and discovery.
Africa teaches, through its animals, an elemental sensitiveness:
19
My thought is earthy and original, strides
w i t h the panther's paws softly and sensitive
along the path of nostrils and quick eyes:
mottled it moves and graciously it glides
Yet there is nothing simple about Africa; its qualities are in
some ways paradoxical, like those of a woman:
21
God w i t h thunder and lightning in his hand
made my soft sounds; w i t h black and blinding love
modelled my sight; and God in deepest silence
fashioned my war-cries: mine is ambiguous land
These paradoxes, however, are also those of God and man;
t o embrace them is to broaden one's humanity:
22
My cups are a honeyed calyx and an aloe'd phial
Ambiguous is my heart: silence and sound at once
and you would understand me truly if you hold
the desert sand esteemed just like the flooding Nile
As the next poem points out, the spirit of Africa—her liveliness, her flexibility—is summed up in the love of dancing:
for dancing is essential
and r h y t h m is my foremost requisite.
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A n d the African dance maintains itself in spite of the rigid
ities of misunderstanding, of colonization and oppression.
Nothing can prevent her f r o m being the living woman that
she is:
24
Despite their weighting of my feet w i t h woe
Despite the ball they've chained upon my grace
bolts upon my bearing, locks upon my litheness
my rhythm is intact: See me come and go
As the music wakens her to greater vitality, she asks t o be
accepted, guided, loved:
25
My mind, pulsating black, throbs—hold my hand
The black drums of my sou! beat—hold my waist
The music grows, beauteous and black now
like a black child grows into a tall black man
Singling out the political dimension, one may feel that the
appeal in these lines is simply to black awareness and not to
the imagination of a white person; but the whole sequence
invites all the people of Africa to accept her in her wholeness—to accept and t o play a part. There is something overwhelming and barbaric about love, however, once it is fully
aroused. Africa must be herself, and must assert herself;
those who d o n ' t belong, who can't participate, may have to
be swept away:
26
To love and to love lavishly, that is my need:
a sheer necessity. Let then the vultures fly
My sky is vast and blue; and what must die, let die
My earth is wide and far. Let the hyenas feed
The next poem switches to a very different mood, and shows
us a different aspect of Africa's experience:
27
Oh they have ravaged me, have raped
this land and forced my children far f r o m me, away
from my black soil and soul; proud do I walk despite
—the rainbow round my supple shoulders draped
A n d so my commentary might go on. As must by now be
obvious, the poems are permeated (as some of Whitman's

are) w i t h a romanticism which both idealizes and simplifies:
yet the thoughts and feelings that the poems convey, and
the images and suggestions that they throw up, are sufficiently related to the reality that we know—people and
politics and sexuality and the African earth and the
African past—for the poems to be genuinely challenging and
moving. Sometimes the image is a little forced, the rhythm
falters. On the whole the sequence must be regarded as a
remarkable contribution to imaginative self-awareness in
the Southern Africa of the late seventies.
I want to conclude not w i t h the critic's evaluations but w i t h
the poet's music. Here are four more of the quatrains. The
first evokes the laughter of Africa, associated with the love
of dancing:
31
My laughter blows over the ancient highlands
stirring the birds in black and twittering trees
on Futa Jalon, Mount Tahat: my laughter,
warm, fills full the Plateau winds
The next one is a direct appeal to whites (though some
blacks may feel invoked too), and it brings together the
personal and the political in a daring manner:
44
Tap f r o m my shapely body earthy and dark wine
intoxicating cupfuls: Oh iet us drink, first drink, then try
to live-together: for, sober, we fashion schemes so very neat
of hate, while having drunk we humanly incline
The sequence ends gently:

49
Rest in my shade, my love—Oh come, revive
Sit in the shadow of my walls, yes come
! am for you an open door to enter by
I am your room and harbour of fresh life
and (summing up innumerable evocations) encouragingly:
50
To nurse you back to life, if you but will
I am good ears of corn for you—Bake bread!
I am sweet bunches of black grapes for you—Make wine!
I hold life out t o you, full and delectable.•

INSTANT COFFEE COUNTRY
On a political map of East Africa Kenya stands out like
a pearl among swine to the Western business world and the
rapidly expanding Kenyan middle class comprising a multiracial mixture of Asians, Africans, Americans and Europeans.
The past twelve years since independence have proved to be
secure and prosperous ones by world standards for the
middle classes.
The white settlers who remained and multiplied after
Independence are still enjoying their privileged position
There is still the coast to swarm upon at Christmas, despite the nuisance of tourists many of whom come on package tours from Germany. There is still the bush despite the
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VW combis, fitted w i t h American tourists, that occasionally
disturb the peace. When the holidays are over there is still
the elegant house to return to, even if the gardens have been
cut f r o m five to one acre and the property needs constant
patrolling by askari's and mbuakalis. There are plenty of
opportunities to work up a thirst for the sundowner gin
and tonic by playing tennis or squash at one of the many
exclusive clubs. It provides an interest for the bored housewives and a break f r o m giving orders to house staff and
Asian shopkeepers. Many have successfully managed to avoid
Africanisation in employment and by hook or by crook have
obtained work permits. In the halcyon days before inflation it was no strain on the finances to send the children

t o any of the reputable English Public Schools as boarders,
but now some have to be satisfied w i t h the private boarding schools run on strictly traditional lines that have
appeared in Kenya. Some complain about too much interference f r o m the Government, but are happy w i t h their lot
when they hear of creeping Socialism and Trade Union
muscle in England through the headlines and articles in the
Sunday Telegraph, a conservative newspaper that is very
popular here.
Given this type of environment it is easer to understand
how totally out of touch these people are. Since independence the population of Whites has increased at an alarming
rate. The growth is attributable to the large number of
expatriates who come to Kenya on contract t o perform what
can generally be termed ''tasks requiring technical expertise".
Part of their reason for being here is to train Africans to do
their job when the contract expires, but for a variety of
reasons ranging from falling in love w i t h the country and the
very affluent life style to the rapidity w i t h which a promising African who is learning the job well is transferred to a
department considered t o be more important even though
it may be concerned w i t h something entirely different, the
majority tend to renew and renew and renew as much as
possible.
The Asians, although constantly worried about the chance
of an Amin-type purge and total abandonment by Britain
still drive their Mercedes Benz to and f r o m their lockup
shops in Nairobi and Mombasa and give service with a
smile.
The emerging African middle class which consists of Civil
Servants and other Government employees having been
given the 'cold Shoulder' in many cases by their culturally
and emotionally different white compatriots, and sometimes
because of downright racial prejudice, though many believe
this expression has a meaning only in South Africa, are
gradually acquiring an idenity and image that is not so different from the so-called 'Uncle Tom Black' in the U.S.A. The
black image of success is "beating the white man at his own
game!' and this theme has been heavily publicised and is
subscribed to by the more affluent blacks. Hence the prolification of advertisements depicting the black executive
smoking the cigarettes that everyone else should smoke and
drinking the whisky that any would-be business man should
drink and the popularity of the black hero films in the Shaft
mould, the new and highly popular black quality magazines
that discuss sex openly, and show how black girls should be
dressed and have their hair arranged and show their A f r o
identity, how they should cook in the exciting A f r o way for
the next dinner party and so on. AN of these have been influential in shaping the social attitudes and morals of
Western Society.
This emerging middle class is important since it will be
largely from their ranks that important decisions will be
made about the direction in which Kenya is to go, and so
far its present course couldn't suit the Western world any
better, which makes the point that this type of development has been formulated even down to the most mundane
underarm deodorant advert by Western minds w i t h the
specific intention of producing a friendly white rabbit from
the blackness and rapidly reddening African top hat.
This Madison Avenue approach to colonialism is at present
in operation in the soon-to-be-independent Seychelles
where there are factories to make cigarettes, beer and tea,

but nothing t o promote the Fishing Industry or the Copra
Industry.
Since independence has been confined to politics as in most
African States and has excluded culture and economics,
politicians and their affairs are treated prestigiously.
Witness the two statues of Jomo Kenyatta in Nairobi and
the names of the main streets in most large towns.
Nairobi, itself, is well endowed w i t h decadent prestige
buildings which are magnets for tourism and international
conferences, that w i t h o u t exception are sponsored w i t h
Western money and therefore ideology, provide a certain
degree of spin-off that occasionally percolates to the needy
sectors of society whether it be material or spiritual benefit
The recent World Council of Churches Conference held in
Nairobi showed how religion and its institutions can be
used as an effective revolutionary weapon or as an effective
counter to reactionary authority. Whether the message will
be seized upon by the widely represented and variegated Churches that flourish in Kenya has yet to be seen. All that is clear
is that history has shown them to be effective purveyors of
the slogans 'suffering is good for you, otherwise God would
not allow it'.
Britain, inevitably, has found Kenya very receptive to
commercial investment which probably accounts a lot for it
being the third largest recipient of aid after the far more
populous India and Indonesia. This fecundity of British
industry ranging f r o m Cadburys/Schweppes to British
Leyland has the additional effect of providing home comforts for the minority white population. The British A r m y ,
for various official reasons, such as road and bridge constuction, outward bound courses on M t Kenya and leave
of absence for troops serving or about to serve in Ulster maintains a sizeable quota of men in Kenya.
Apart f r o m its obvious physical beauty and agricultural
wealth what else attracts the interest of the Western world
to Kenya? Obviously ideologically it is on a par w i t h the
capitalist countries of the West but only up to a point.
Where it seriously falls behind is in its welfare and social
programmes. With the onset of urbanisation and all the
attendant problems it produces, which are compounded
because here the urbanisation is not just of people who
were once rural, but of people who survived happily by
following a sacrosanct traditional code of behaviour and
morals that has suddenly become obsolete and there are now
huge barriers, most of them financial and educational, that
prevent the adoption of more suitable styles of life. Nowhere is this more evident than in Mathare Valley which
lies about four miles to the north-east of the centre of
Nairobi and is the home for an-almost-impossible-to-estimate population (various sources have quoted 50,000
in 1970 and 80,000 in 1974) who survive and exist in
improvised shelters made from rags, cardboard boxes, discarded oi! cans and drums. Originally the steep slopes of
this river valley housed a small rural community that was
adjudged by the colonial government of the time to be a hot
bed of Kikuyu-Mau Mau activity and so were severely dealt with
in the name of King or Queen or country. Now it is a hot
bed for petty crime, prostitution and destitution in Nairobi.
The traffiking and manufacture of local drugs is the main
activity in the valley and it has produced a certian amount
of cohesion among the inhabitants w i t h the common enemy
being the Police. However, there are an awful lot of misfits
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for whom life has no purpose—a situation particularly alien
to African culture that would normally characterise itself
by the roles and function that are defined by members of
the community. Such a place is paradise for missionaries,
anthropologists and social workers and these people with
the backing of Western-sponsored organisations have started
to make an impression on the locale. There are now numerous selfhelp projects often in the f o r m of workshops entirely staffed by inhabitants of the valley who have been trained
in jewellery making and leathercraft. Their produce is sold
through retail outlets in Nairobi mainly to tourists. However, statistics show these efforts to be a drop in the ocean
and a critical conscience questions their value because once
again here is a Western solution to an African problem even
though the problem may have been the result of Western
interference in the first place.
Other aspects of Social Policy which appear as anathema
to the liberal West is the use of capital punishment for
murder and armed robbery. A n y Western tourist who has
witnessed mob justice in the streets of Nairobi w o u l d pro-

bably have been horrified. The cry of " T h i e f " can send a
whole street after a thief, if he is caught it is likely he will
be kicked to death. Also the rights of workers are very restricted in relation to Western Europe and the U.S.A. since
here it is illegal to strike. Is this the African solution to a
problem, even if the problem arises because of the extreme
contrasts and unequal distribution of wealth?
In Tanzania they are solving African problems w i t h African
solutions or so we gather. The U J A M A A projects (ujamaa —
togetherness or brotherhood) have been designed to utilise
the indigenous attitude of the people, which is to coexist
in small communities in which there are clearly defined and
strictly adhered to roles for the community members. Has
colonialism and the modern day equivalent in Kenya warped
this natural urge which anthropology tells us is there—the
natural urge of utilising the discipline to adhere strictly to a
clearly defined role. The result seems that Kenya's black
successors remain subservient to a colonial structure, and
the status quo remains. -

TO STUDENTS, IN 1976
An address given to students of the University of Natal, Pietermaritzburg on March 18, 1976
by Alan Paton

It was in 1924, 52 years ago that i left this University,
which then was called the Natal University College, w i t h
one campus here in Pietermaritzburg. I had a B.Sc and a
Higher Diploma in Education, and I was going to earn
£360,00 per annum, that is R720 per annum. If I became
fluently bilingual I could earn £400,00. So I became—in the
opinion of the Natal Education Department—fluently bilingual, partly for mercenary reasons, partly because I liked
Afrikaans.
I have never been anti-Afrikaans or anti-Afrikaner, but I'll
admit to you that I have been and am strongly anti-Afrikaner Nationalism, as it is expressed in the policy and legislation
of the National Party and Government. I'm not suggesting
that everything was all right up to 1948, but from 1948 the
Nationalists have been digging for themselves—and for us
too—a grave, as big and as deep as any in human history,
and whether they—or we—will ever get out of it alive, I
don't know. But it is because I am kind of interested in getting out of it alive, and because I am interested that you
should get out of it alive, I am here tonight. In spite of my
reference to the Nationalists I am not here to attack or boost
any party. But I am here to talk politics, not the politics of
party but the politics of survival, and not just survival but
survival for some purpose. To sum it up I am here to talk to
you about the politics of the just society. And I'll assume that's
what you want to hear, because I am sure that all of you
could be doing something else this evening, something that
could be a hundred times jollier than anything will be here
tonight.
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When I went into the world w i t h the B.Sc. and the Higher
Diploma in 1924, we had fairly recently successfully concluded the war that was the end all war. In 1939 we went
to war again, in the war that was to end racism and totalitarianism. The war was also successfully concluded, but it did
not end racism and totalitarianism. It did something else
though. It brought the colonial age t o an end. Many of you
were not then born. But the ending of the colonial age was
going to make your lives quite different f r o m mine. When I
left the Natal University College, I looked forward w i t h
confidences to a life that would be spent in the relatively
peaceful pursuit of my career, appointment, marriage,
children, promotion, pension, retirement. Who can be sure
any more? The future into which I marched so confidently
appeared safe and sure to me, much safer and surer than it
really was. But yours doesn't even appear safe and sure;
to use a mild word, it appears problematical, and I am going
to speak to you about it, but before I do that I want to
speak to you about NUSAS. I am a honorary vice president
of NUSAS and I can't come here and say nothing about it,
especially when I know that you are shortly going to
decide whether this campus will support NUSAS or not.
Some months ago, after the Breyten Breytenbach trial I
seriously thought of getting out of NUSAS and I said so
publicly. This was a serious step to take and I didn't take
it lightly. I had known NUSAS and its founder Leo Marquard
for f i f t y years. But I felt strongly that the leadership was
alienating the membership, and I for one was no longer prepared to accept any responsibility for a leadership of

whose plans and thoughts I knew nothing, and some of
whose actions I thought irresponsible in the extreme.
Some people including two persons very close to me—were
disturbed that I appeared to be supporting the views of the
Schlebusch Commission, but there are times when you must
speak the truth even if the most benighted Commission in
the world has caught the glimmerings of it.
Every human organisation formed for some particular purpose forms a spectrum of opinion. If the concern of the
organisation is the human society in which its members live,
it is usual to speak of a left and a centre and a right, but each
of these has its own spectrum also. Two exceptions would
be the extreme left and the extreme right, where no spect r u m is permitted, where dogma rules, where deviation is
punished, sometimes by death. The left usually stands for
the reconstruction of society, the right usually stands for
the status quo, and if it moves further right it moves towards
more control and more authority. And if the left moves
further to the left, it moves towards exactly the same things.
There are t w o political positions that I hate w i t h all my
heart and soul and mind, and they are totalitarian nazism
and totalitarian communism.
When I hear our present government likened to the Nazis,
I don't accept it. If they were Nazis I wouldn't be here tonight, and some of you wouldn't be either. When I hear
them likened to the Russians, I don't mind it at all, because
it makes them angry. And of course one of the reasons
they get angry is that they know that many of their
practices are like Russian practices particularly their
way of dealing with those who disagree with them
politically.
I spoke to the Royal Commonwealth Society last year in
London about the way in which the Suppression of Com-
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munism Act was used against people who had done nothing
more than oppose the Government politically. In Durban
the Prime Minister categorically denied that the Act was
ever used in that way. What the Prime Minister said is
simply not in accordance with the facts. My friend Mr X
was banned for many years, but he was then as he is n o w ,
incapable of using or advocating violence which surely is the
essence of any attempt to overthrow the State. One of our
own lecturers, Mr. Y, was banned for furthering the aims
of communism, but the Minister graciously permitted him
to speak to his wife who had also been banned for furthering the aims of communism. Thanks to the efforts of the
University, Mr Y's ban was lifted; he had presumably ceased
to further the aims of communism, but he was allowed to go
on living in the same house as Mrs. Y who was presumably
still imbued w i t h the aims of communism. Equally ridiculous was the case of Dr. Manas Buthelezi. He was banned
for furthering the aims of communism, and a few months
later his ban was lifted, presumably because he had ceased
to further these aims. He had apparently seen the error of
his ways. If one were to ask why Mr. X and Mr. Y and
Mrs. Y and Dr. Buthelezi were banned, the Prime
Minister would reply either that it is not the practice
t o give reasons or that it is not in the public interest
to give reasons.
And that one can believe. It is not in the public interest
because there aren't any credible reasons to give.
Let me return to the discussion of NUSAS and the
spectrum of left, centre and right. The centre as a rule
is not opposed to change, but if you are left of centre you
will be more ready to change than if you are right of centre.
If you are on the right you will be very wary of change, you
will be inclined to put order above freedom, you will be
inclined to put stability above reform, you will be inclined
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to put legislation above justice. You will probably
be favourably disposed to Permanent Security Commissions
and you will consider that the concept of the rule of law is
very fine but it should not be carried to extremes.
The stand of Dr. Denis Worral! on the rule of law is an example of the philosophy of the right, and it is made still more
fascinating by Dr. WorraM's realisation that there are certain
fundamental principles which even a Nationalist must honour.
Dr. Worrall says unequivocally that the rule of law should be,
and indeed is, a fundamental principle in our governmental
and judicial procedure. But he asks, who should interpret
such principles, Utopian idealists or realists? The answer isf
in respect of the rule of law, neither. They should be interpreted by our courts. The rule of the law does not belong to
any government or any party. It belongs to us, and was meant
to belong to us. St is our defence against government and
parties. Dr. Worrall believes that the rule of law is one of
our fundamental principles. I presume that he considers detention w i t h o u t charge or trial an example of the rule of Saw,
presumably because there is a law which permits the police
to use it. That is not what one means by the rule of law. I
have said that the rule of law does not belong to any government or party. It does not belong to the police either. It belongs to you and me. ft is our protection against tyranny,
even the tyranny of Utopian idealists or realists. ! should
point out a weakness in Dr. Worrail's methods of using
language. He argues by use of labels. Who are the Utopian
idealists? Are they the Progrefs or the new left? A n d who
are the realists? I presume they are the Nationalists. For
28 years they have erected the edifice of racial separation
the like of which the world has never seen before. Now,
whether they like it or not, they have to begin pulling
it down. And so far they have shown no sign that they know
how to do it. Is that realism? And is it realism for Dr. Worrall
to join such a party when its whole existence is to be
challenged? j said to you earlier that your future is problematical. But it is not any more problematical than Dr.
Worrail's.
I would imagine that the task of NUSAS is to hold left and
centre together and such portions of the right as are prepared
to tolerate differences. That is the history of NUSAS and I
don't see how it can be any different. And I should like to
say, even at the risk of offending some of you, that the far
left will have to be less intransigent and less contemptuous
of the centre than it has been in the more or less immediate
past. It is my view—and this is my last critical observationthat the leadership made its grave error when it tried to move
the whole of NUSAS over to the left. You can't radicalise a
national body of this kind which is first and foremost an
association of students. You won't radicalise it, you will
only dichotomise it and you could destroy it. I hope this
has not been done.
I hope that NUSAS will continue to be the national body
representative of students. I hope those who are to right
of centre will not move further right. My advice to the
extreme left and the extreme right is to form their own
organisations. I urge all of you who do not belong to extreme
left or right to preserve the Union, which should be the
voice of all students who earnestly desire some kind of
future for all the people of our country.
What is the role of the student in our society. What are you
doing here at this University? I shall try to answer these
questions.
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First: you come here to proceed further with your academic
education. That means, work reasonably hard, and get your
degree.
Second: you come here to join a new and exciting society
and you must enjoy it. But don't let your enjoyment of it
prevent you from getting your degree.
Third: you come here to learn something about the wider
world especially the society in which you live, the strange
country in which most of you were born, w i t h its multiplicity of peoples, its deep racial fears, its manifest injustices
its problems that at times appear to be insoluble.
It would be my hope that some of you, and I would hope a
large number of you, will choose to be the servants of this
society, This can be a religious decision or it can be solely
a humanistic and ethical decision though there is no reason
why a religious decision should not be humanistic and
ethical. I should perhaps explain to my younger listeners
that the word humanistic means to do w i t h humanity and it
can be used in t w o ways—one which does not exclude a religious element, and one which does. If one decides to
be a servant of society for religious motives, it is because
one belives that the Holy Spirit rules and sustains the world,
and that one can choose to be the servant of the Spirit.
If one decides to be a servant of society for solely
ethical motives, it is because one is obeying some impulse
within oneself. For the religious person the impulse within
oneself is a sign of the presence of the Holy Spirit. For the
non-religious person the impluse is one's own, and it is believed to be good. I ask you to note that these are both
matters of faith. If I believe that the impluse in me is of the
Holy Spirit, that is faith. If I believe that it is wholly of myself, and it is good, that is also faith. I am myself a beiiever
in the power of the Holy Spirit, that he rules and sustains
the world and that if I so choose. He can make me His instrument. In this ! am a poor follower of Francis of Assisi. But
that is not my subject now.
A reverence for truth compels me to say the people who believe that they are instruments of the Holy Spirit can be very
dangerous people. For if one comes to believe that one
knows the will of God, one can be capable of the utmost
cruelty. Hitler believed that he was the agent of Providence,
and put to death millions of people, who themselves were
the work of Providence. The Spanish Inquisitors followers of
the Lord of Peace, put to death many thousands of people
whose crime was that their beliefs did not coincide with
those of the Inquisitors.
We are not w i t h o u t guilt in this country. And that means, in
blunt and honest language, that our rulers are not w i t h o u t
guilt. They tend to think that they are the instruments of
Providence, and that this gives them some kind of right to
control the beliefs and actions of the people they rule, to a
degree that exceeds what is normal in what are usually cailed
the countries of the free world. I shall give you only one example of this, but there are many others. It looks as though
we shall soon have a Permanent Security Commission consisting of members of Parliament appointed by the State President, which means in effect the Cabinet, This Commission
will consider all matters referred to it by the State President,
that means the Cabinet. Although it is claimed that this
Commission is an organ of Parliament, in fact it is not.
Members of Parliament outside the Commission will not be
entitled to know what goes on inside the Commission, which

is a secret body. If the Cabinet so desires the Commission
will investigate the affairs of the University of Natal, what
its students and teachers are thinking and doing, if they are
interesting themselves for example in the wages paid to
black people in South Africa, and if some of them are interesting themselves in the affairs of the society of which they
have chosen to be the servants, If this secret Commission
should decide that some of your students and teachers are—
intentionally or unintentionally, it does not matter which—
furthering the aims of Communism, then they will recommend the banning of such students and lecturers, the destrution of their careers and their happiness, I tell you that no
State should ever have such powers over the people they
rule. You will know as well as I do that the State must rule,
that the State must make laws so that we may he able to
pursue the purposes of our lives, but these secret powers
are monstrous and you should never accept the proposition
that the State has a right to possess such powers. A n d that
leads us to a further consideration of what is known as the
rule of law.
Now I am not a lawyer, I am not a philosopher. I am only a
citizen, and I shall give a citizen's view of the rule of law.
A n d I shall hope that you will all come to hold this view of
the rule of law. But if you do not, I shall never agree to the
setting up of a secret Commission that will have the power
to destroy your career and your happiness because you do
not believe the same as I do. The great French philosopher,
Voltaire uttered these words, which will never be forgotten
as long as anything that can be called a civilisation exists
upon the earth. He said:
/ disapprove of what you say, but I will defend to the
death your right to say it.
Hitler would have said:
/ disapprove of what you say, and I shall put you to death
because you say it.
Our rulers would say:
We disapprove of what you say, and if our Commission
recommends it, we shall order you to leave your University, and we shall confine you to whatever place we
choose, and we shall decide what you may do and may
not do.
It is written in the Book of Psalms, " T h e Lord shall preserve
your going out, and your coming in, f r o m this time forth for
evermore".
But it is written in the Book of the Security Commission, " I f
we so decide, the Minister will forbid your going out, and
your coming in, and if we so decide, it shall be f r o m this
time f o r t h for evermore."
The rule of law says that if you commit an offence, you
shall be brought to a court of law, and it is only a court of
law that shall determine your guilt or innocence, and it is
only a court of law that shall have the right to punish you,
to take away your goods, and to deprive you of your freedom.
The rule of law goes still further. It says that if your goods
and your freedom are taken f r o m you by a court of law, you
shall have the right to appeal to a higher court of law, which
may set aside or amend or confirm the sentence that has already been passed on you.
But it is written in the Book of our Rulers, "If the Minsister
has forbidden your going out and your coming in, you
will have no right of appeal to any Court, the punishment
is final and immutable, so help you God."

The rule of law is one of the noblest concepts ever conceived
by sinful man, and it is the light of our troubled civilisation.
I urge you all to cherish it and uphold it, and to work for the
day when it will be restored to our country. And I urge you
to cherish the principle that the rule of law does not belong
to idealists or realists, to parties or governments, but to us
all.
I should like to say another few words about making oneself
the servant of society. There are some of us who, for one reason or another, take the injustices of society so intensely to
heart they they begin to disturb deeply the whole tenor of
our lives. This is partly to do with the nature of the injustices, and partly to do with the nature of the person. I do not
know whether it is of any use to warn any young person
against the danger of becoming obsessed w i t h injustices done
to others. I understand fully w i t h my emotions why a person
should run the risk of getting a prison sentence of 7 years or
9 years for doing practically nothing, but my reason rebels
against it totally. It is the politics of desperation and the
politics of desperation is no good. A n d if any of y o u , during
your university career, find yourselves taking up the politics
of desperation, and coming to believe that justice can only
be gained by violence and terror, then my advice to you,
given in this year 1976, would be to get out of the country.
You must understand me clearly. It may be that this society
will he changed by violence and terror. It may be that this
society can only be changed by violence and terror. That is
a faith, and it no doubt has some ground in reason. My own
faith is that this society can still be changed by work and
devotion, aided no doubt by external and interna! events.
This is a faith, and some people would say that it has very
little ground in reason. But I choose to hold it, because if I
were to hold the faith that this society can be changed only
by violence and terror, I would get o u t and go and live somewhere else. And I may add one thing to that, ) have the utmost scepticism about the kind of justice you get by means
of violence and terror.
You all know—or perhaps you don't—that Mr. Pik Botha,
our ambassador to the U.N. w i t h the full approval of our
Prime Minister, gave t o that body a promise that we are going
to move away from racial discrimination. Many people—including some of my friends—scoffed at the idea. But I have
a different nature. If a person gives an undertaking of that
kind, I would rather trust him than distrust him. Therefore
I was not prepared to say it was a fraud. But I doubted very
strongly if Mr. Botha and his Prime Minister knew what
they were promising. \ doubt it still more today. I do not
think Mr Botha meant to defraud. I just think he did not
understand what he was saying. I also think he has a responsibility that he has not yet discharged towards ail South
Africans who also wish to move away f r o m racial discrimination and that is to tell them what is going to be done.
How does one undo—to any significant extent—the laws
which were supposed to be fundamental for the survival of
the Afrikaner? How does one bring about a more just
distribution of wealth and possessions? Do the powerful
ever re-distribute power? Do the rich ever redistribute
wealth? And believe me, the great disparity of wealth and
possessions, if it is not solved, will mean a future, not of
peace, but of violence and terror.
That is why some of the members of NUSAS became more
and more radical in their approach. Capitalism was almost
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wholly evil, how can you possibly reform it? The only
thing to do is to destroy it.

lief in my country right or wrong, but an earnest desire to
make it better.

That this country needs reform of the kind that is called
socialistic, I have no doubt. But I would oppose the kind
of socialism or radicalism that can only envisage a new order
erected on the ashes of the old. Extreme radicalism has no
time for reform. It wants everything now, and you can't
have everything now.

For the Nationalist there is more than this. He would fight
for his language, his culture, his identity. Well and good. But
he would fight for the laws—some of them unjust laws—that
he has made to preserve his identity—The Group Areas Act,
Racial Classification, the Immorality Act, the Mixed Marriages Act, the Suppression of Communism and the Sabotage
and Terrorism Acts.

Although I have used words like Capitalism, Socialism, left,
centre and right, radical and liberal, I urge you to be careful
in your use of them. They are what are called labels, or oversimplifications. The world that they are dealing w i t h is so
complex that these simplifications should be distrusted. And
you will have time in these next few years to learn to say
more clearly just what you mean, and to admit, if you can't
say it clearly, that you can't.
I shall close by saying that there are certain things that the
whole student body should be unanimous about—the rule of
law, the unacceptability of racial discrimination, the opening of the universities, the right of freedom of speech and
expression, the elimination of poverty, the right of all children to free and compulsory education.
It's not an easy world you are now entering. It's not an easy
subcontinent of which you are a part. It's not an easy country you are growing up in. You are going to hear a great deal
of the w o r d patriotism. I cannot speak for you. I can only
speak for myself.
What is patriotism for me? It is a love of the physical land,
the land where I was born, the country that holds for me
the deepest meanings of my life. It is a love of the land and
its peoples, and a desire that all of them should be secure
and that all of them should have equal access to its wealth,
its beauty, its opportunities. Patriotism for me is not a be-

But he cannot expect me to want to be eager to rush to the
borders to fight for Apartheid. I have opposed it for most of
my life—why should I fight for it now? But I would fight
to resist a Russian-Cuban invasion of my country. I don't
like being ruled by the Nationalists, but I would rather be
ruled by them than by a Russian-Cuban supported Communist government.
But if I went to fight I would wish w i t h all my heart that I
could be fighting for a more just society where the rule of
law prevailed and where the education of black children was
free. T h i r t y years ago, Dr. J. S. Moroka said to Mr. J. H. Hofmeyer: 'In your speech you told us we must love our land.
We do love our land and shall always do so. But we pray that
our rulers will give us some land to love."
What do those words mean? They mean simply " o f course
we shall live and die for our land if only it is the kind of
land for which one willingly lives and dies."
During these last few days I have thought a lot of you, of
your coming here to this new world, of all the problems of
which you will now learn, and of your choices—those of you
who choose—to be the servants of society.
Good luck to you all.n

DIVIDED WE STAND,
UNITED WE FALL
by Peter Rutsch

In a normal democratic country a citizen has the right to
call on his representative in Parliament, or other representative body to see to it that the amenities in his area are adequate and improved when necessary. If the representative
fails to act on such pressure he may well find himself out of
office after the next election. But if the citizen is w i l f u l l y
deprived of this power, he relies on goodwill, if such exists,
to provide the amenities any decent citizen has the right to
expect. South Africa is not a democratic country, and the
vast majority of its citizens have to rely on such g o o d w i l l
But such.goodwill exists only to the extent necessary to
keep the voteless quiet. In other words, only enough is done
iB

to prevent mass protest. Sometimes such protest does break
through, such as in the case of the recent bus boycotts
following upon fare increases.
The matter of transport facilities is one area in which the
plight of the voteless can be clearly seen. Separate development requires people to live in their own areas. The voteless
are pushed t o the furthest point, but economically their services are desired at the centre.
In the Pietermaritzburg area, a vast number of workers live
between the Pieteramaritzburg City boundary of Edendale
and Elandskop on the road to Underberg. This is a pleasant

scenic drive as the road winds its way through green hills,
provided you are driving out to some Drakensberg resort on
a week-end in the family car. But if you have to travel this
route t o and f r o m work everyday in an overcrowded bus,
the road becomes a hell run.

23 separate accidents had occurred involving buses travelling between Edendale and Pietermaritzburg. Doctors at
Edendale Hospital expressed concern at the numberof
accident victims coming to the hospital for treatment. How
many accidents occur beyond Edendale?

Nearer Pietermaritzburg there is a stretch of single carriageway about a kilometre long going under a narrow railway
bridge which is known as " K i l l e r Kilometre" because of
the number of accidents occurring on that stretch. Fortunately, the stretch is being improved. It can be said fairly certainly that more people travel along this kilometre per day
than along any other road in the Pietermaritzburg area.

The question that must be asked is whether the existing
transport arrangements are satisfactory. Clearly they are not.
If White South Africa wants its labour living out of sight of
their pretty suburbs it must pay the price and provide the
means to live a normal life, such as an efficient realistic transport system so that a man can get to and f r o m work at
reasonable times and have time to spend w i t h his family.
It will be argued that all this costs money. The simple
answer is that the money must be found. If the Government
is concerned about the so-called Communist threat to this
country, such money is well spent—far better than on guns.

Then there is the single carriageway climbing away from
Edendale towards Elandskop, the scenic drive referred to
above. How many public representatives, our M.P.'s and'
M.P.C.'s have got up and travelled to Elandskop on a Monday morning at 4.00 a.m.? They will see the hundreds,
more likely thousands of commuters who stream off the
hills to the bus stops. They will see the too few buses roaring along the road, loading passengers to capacity and more,
swinging round and racing back to Pietermaritzburg. A
menace on the road and a danger to themselves. They will
see the breadwinner of a family who has risen at 3.00 a.m.
or 4.00 a.m., whispered goodbye t o his wife, if she doesn't
accompany him to work, and to his children, w h o m he will
see again at 8.00 p.m. that evening or, if he stays at the hostel in Pietermaritzburg for the week, the following Friday.
And he is never supposed t o get tired.
In a report in the Daily News of the 30th September 1975,
it was stated that in the three months prior to that date,

The Motor Carrier Transportation A c t gives the National
Transport Commission through the Local Road Transportation Boards, the power t o investigate the transportation
needs of the inhabitants of any area. It imposes a duty on
the Commission to do just that. The sooner it does so the
better.
Is it any wonder then that we have the boycotts, the unrest
when fares are increased? It is not only the fares, as was
pointed out by Reality in the January 1976 issue—it is the
whole life style forced on people who have no public
representative w i t h muscle to look after their interests.
A n d while this state of affairs exists is there any substance
to the argument that things are changing, that detente is at
work? Nonsense! •
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DILEMMA - 1976
by Jacob Stern

The long brown land moves widely north,
Treasure of veld and kloof and sky
Holding farm and dorp and kraal.
Sanctuary.

The low grey town lies greyly still,
Cistern of hurt and lack and rage
Spilling pain and want and curse.
Rebuke.

The thin black line moves slowly south,
Frontier of fear and doubt and hope
fearing fire and sword and joy.
Attack.

There is the gun. •

